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Faculty Research Highlights

Department of Bioengineering

Yah-el Har-el, PhD
Assistant Professor. Tissue engineering, regenerative medicine and drug delivery.
yahel@temple.edu

Omar Fisher, PhD
Assistant Professor. Polymer therapeutics, hydrogels, biomimetic and bio-inspired materials and nanomedicine.
ozf@temple.edu

Peter Lelkes, PhD
Chair and Laura H. Carnell Professor; Director of the Institute for Regenerative Medicine and Engineering and i-CTERM Lab. Soft tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, nanotechnology based biomaterials, gravitational biology, directed stem cell differentiation and mechanobiology.
pilelkes@temple.edu

Michel Lemay, PhD
Professor. Director of Lemay Lab. Spinal cord locomotor circuitry, neuroprosthesis and neural engineering.
mlemay@temple.edu

Cezary Marcinkiewicz, PhD
Associate Professor. Regulation of angiogenesis in cancer and regenerative medicine, cell surface receptors (integrins) in promotion of stem cell adhesion and differentiation, snake venom proteins as a modulatory ligands for interaction of integrins with extracellular matrix proteins.
cmarcink@temple.edu

Nancy Pleshko, PhD
Professor. Director of the Tissue Imaging and Spectroscopy Lab. Imaging and spectroscopic methods to assess native and engineered tissues, biomaterials and evaluation of the effects of biological interventions.
npleshko@temple.edu

Andrew Spence, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Spence Lab. Neuromechanics of movement, biomechanics and optogenetics.
aspence@temple.edu

Won Suh, PhD
Assistant Professor. Director of the Synthetic Biomaterials and Stem Cell Engineering Lab. Molecular-nanostructure, biomaterials and stem cell engineering.
wonsuh@temple.edu
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Bechara Abboud, PhD
Associate Professor. Evaluation and design of scour countermeasures for bridges, seismic evaluation of existing buildings, earthquake mitigation, seismic design and performance of masonry and concrete structures.
abboud@temple.edu

Robert Brooks, PhD
Associate Professor. Pavement design, civil engineering materials, transportation engineering and finite element methods.
rmbrooks@temple.edu

Joseph Coe, PhD
Assistant Professor. Director of Geotechnical Research Group. Geophysical imaging and measurement applications, geotechnical instrumentation and sensor technology, evaluation of deep foundations and earthquake engineering.
joseph.coe@temple.edu

Ahmed Faheem, PhD
Assistant Professor. Pavement materials, construction and rehabilitation.
afaheem@temple.edu

Muruganandham Manickavachagam, PhD
Assistant Professor. Environmental chemistry, nanotechnology, and technology development for water and wastewater treatment.
muruganandham@temple.edu

Erica McKenzie, PhD
Assistant Professor. Physical and chemical processes that affect the fate and transport of metals, nanoparticles, and emerging contaminants, including their interactions with natural organic matter, colloids, and porous media.
ermckenzie@temple.edu

Robert Ryan, PhD
Associate Professor. Interaction between surface and subsurface water, effect of land use and urbanization on stream systems, and urban stormwater management practices.
rjryan@temple.edu

Sergio Serrano, PhD
Professor. Surface and subsurface hydrology, contaminant transport, effects of climate change on water resources, mathematical modeling and stochastic analysis.
sserrano@temple.edu

Rominder Suri, PhD
Chair and Professor. Director of the Water and Environmental Technology Center. Emerging contaminants, water quality, advance oxidation processes, adsorption sustainability and life cycle assessment, water and wastewater treatment and environmental fate of chemicals.
rsuri@temple.edu

Rouzbeh Tehrani, PhD
Assistant Professor. Use of environmental biotechnology tools to study fate of chlorinated organic contaminants and their metabolites in natural systems, and remediation technologies for treatment of produced water and hydrofracturing wastewater.
tehrani@temple.edu

Philip Udo-Inyang, PhD
Associate Professor. Construction engineering and management, environmental effects of construction and demolition activities and value engineering concepts.
udoinyan@temple.edu

Benoit Van Aken, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of Environmental Biotechnology Lab. Biodegradation of emerging contaminants by plants and associated bacteria, production of bioenergy by plants and algae, molecular biology techniques for the study and optimization of environmental engineering systems.
bvanaken@temple.edu

Evelyn Walters, PhD
Assistant Professor. Impact of combined sewer overflows on surface water quality, biofilms and their use in wastewater treatment, application of confocal laser scanning microscopy and microelectrodes to study both natural and engineered biofilms.
walters@temple.edu

Judy Zhang, PhD
Assistant Professor. Director of the Environmental Chemistry Lab. Transformation and fate of emerging contaminants in natural and engineered environments, interfacial reactions of contaminants with natural minerals, reaction mechanisms and kinetic modeling, reduction-oxidation processes, and polymeric sorbents for the removal of emerging containments.
jzhang@temple.edu

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Li Bai, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Computer Fusion Lab. Multi-agent system, computer and data security, secret sharing, reliability models of secure systems, decision fusion and video target tracking.
lbai@temple.edu
Saroj Biswas, PhD
Acting Chair and Professor. Director of the Power Lab. Systems and control, robust and nonlinear control, power systems, electric drives, sensor networks and multiagent systems.
sbiswas@temple.edu

Zdenka Joan Delalic, PhD
Associate Professor. Microelectronic and VLSI chip design and micro/nano bioelectronic sensors.
joan@temple.edu

John Helferty, PhD
Associate Professor. Design and construction of near-space payloads and lunar mining robots, and high altitude balloon experimentation for upper atmosphere environmental studies.
john.helferty@temple.edu

Iyad Obeid, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Neural Instrumentation Lab. Bioelectronics, neuroprosthetics, instrumentation and brain-computer interfaces, neural systems and traumatic brain injury.
iobeid@temple.edu

Ralph Oyini Mbouna, PhD
Assistant Professor. Gaze estimation and tracking, driver alertness monitoring, shape modeling and motion recovery from images, 3-D face reconstruction and biometric identification.
oyini@temple.edu

Joseph Picone, PhD
Professor. Application of machine learning to human language technology.
picone@temple.edu

Dennis Silage, PhD
Professor. Director of the System Chip Design Lab. Complex digital logic, digital signal and image processing, digital communications, advanced processor systems in programmable gate arrays (PGA) and hard and soft core processors and configurable system-on-a-chip architectures.
silage@temple.edu

Chang-Hee Won, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Control, Sensor, Network and Perception Lab. Stochastic optimal control theory, navigation, sensors and tactile imaging sensors.
cwon@temple.edu

Ying Julie Zhu, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of Imaging and Computer Vision Lab. Computer vision, machine learning, object detection and tracking theory, robust nonparametric Bayesian methods, sensor fusion and medical imaging.
ying.julie.zhu@temple.edu

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Shih-Jiun Chen, PhD
Professor. Fluid mechanics, heat transfer, thermal processing of materials and biotransport.
jsjchen@temple.edu

Harsh Chopra, PhD
Chair and Professor. Director of Quantum Devices and Materials Genome Lab. Unraveling ‘Materials Genomics’ via study of physical property evolution (mechanical, transport, spintronics, magnetoelastic, magnetic, etc.) from quantum to classical length scales; functional materials-by-design using materials genomics; physics of magnetism and functional magnetic materials; ultra-high resolution instrumentation development.
chopra@temple.edu

Richard Cohen, PhD
Associate Professor. Properties of matter, nanotechnology and biotechnology.
rscohen@temple.edu

Kurosh Darvish, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Biomechanics Lab. Biomechanics of brain injury, rupture of arteries and mechanical efficiency of orthopedic implants.
kdarvish@temple.edu

Dmitriy Dikin, PhD
Associate Professor. Carbon-based nanomaterials and composites for novel structural and electronic architectures, mechanical, electronic and thermal properties of materials at nano scale, and advanced microscopy methods for integrated studies of nanomaterials.
ddikin@temple.edu

Oleksandr Diloyan, PhD
Assistant Professor. Mechanics of solids, machine design and material science.
alexdil@temple.edu

Parsaoran Hutapea, PhD
Associate Professor. Director of the Composites Lab and Nano-Instrumentation Center. Mechanics of composite and smart materials.
hutapea@temple.edu

Mohammad Kiani, PhD
Professor. Director of the Biofluidics Lab. Targeted drug delivery, biofluidic mechanics, radiation oncology, tissue engineering and tissue oxygenation.
mkiani@temple.edu
Svetlana Neretina, PhD
Assistant Professor. Director of the Renewable Energy Lab. Use of exotic synthesis routes to produce CdTe thin films and nanostructured materials capable of enhancing photovoltaic efficiencies and using plasmonic noble metal nanoparticles as solar cell enhancement agents.
neretina@temple.edu

Vallorie Peridier, PhD
Associate Professor. Engineering mathematics, computational methods, inverse problems and applications of automata.
peridier@temple.edu

Shriram Pillapakkam, PhD
Associate Professor. Manipulation of particles absorbed at fluid-fluid interfaces, development of efficient computational approaches for multiphase fluids and the fluid dynamics of non-Newtonian fluids.
shriram.pillapakkam@temple.edu

Fei Ren, PhD
Assistant Professor. Processing, microstructural characterization, mechanical testing, thermal and electrical analysis of composite materials in energy conversion and storage, transportation, and infrastructural applications.
renfei@temple.edu

Songgang Qiu, PhD
Professor. Solar energy, renewable energy, thermal energy storage, energy efficiency, bio-fuel power generation, cryogenic cooling, linear compressor/motor, heat pump/air conditioner and waste heat recovery.
songgang.qiu@temple.edu

Keya Sadeghipour, PhD
Dean and Professor. Biomechanics, dental materials, microfracture and finite element modeling.
keya@temple.edu

Yuan Tang, PhD
Assistant Professor. Targeted drug delivery and nanotechnology.
yuan.tang@temple.edu

Dmitri Vainchtein, PhD
Assistant Professor. Director of the Chaotic Systems Lab. Dynamical systems, control theory mathematical sociology, fluid mechanics and plasma physics.
dmitri@temple.edu
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jieyin@temple.edu
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